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Turning parent
panic into
peace of mind
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poorly designed with terrible
battery life and tracking
limitations. As a former
Motorola executive, John knew
that more was possible. In
2015 he assembled a team of
experienced hardware and
software engineers to design a
location tracking solution that
would be suitable for his kids.

Jiobit was designed with child
safety in mind, however,
there is no doubt that this
technology is a valuable
tool for all members of the
family including pets, and
even elderly. We are happy to
officially announce the launch
of Jiobit for Pets.

The company’s first product
is Jiobit, the world’s smallest
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JIOBIT FOR KIDS

Stay connected to
your child, even
when you're apart
As technology advances, modern
parents are expecting it will help
make their job easier. In a world
where Facebook can tell us where
our friends are, there is no good
solution for parents to know the
location of their kids when they’re
not together. Current products are
big, bulky, mostly wristwatches,
and have terrible battery life
and tracking limitations. Jiobit is
addressing all of that and delivering
a product that will truly bring
modern parents peace of mind.
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KEY BENEFITS

The smallest and most lightweight monitor
We’ve designed Jiobit with kids in mind. It is small enough
to hide under clothes and not bother them. We’ve also
designed multiple attachments for more wearing options,
including a secure lock that a child cannot remove.

The longest lasting battery
Jiobit will last up to one week on a single charge.

Government level encryption and data
privacy
Jiobit ’s COPPA compliant cloud platform manages your device,
protecting and encr ypting your data using a tamper resistant
securit y chip.

Real time tracking in every location no
matter the distance
Jiobit ’s unique combination of radios (BT, Wi-Fi, cellular, and
GPS) lets you track ever y where. There are no distance limits.
Also we use a combination of cellular networks which means
there are minimal dead spots.

Know who your child is with
Peace of mind also means knowing who your child is with.
Invite trusted caregivers to watch your child and you’ll be
alerted when they ’re together and where they are.

Waterproof and durable
Enjoy peace of mind at water parks and beaches. Jiobit is
waterproof and durable (IPX8) in up to 5 feet of water for up
to 30 minutes.
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JIOBIT FOR PETS

Stay connected to your companion,
even when you’re apart
As pet owners, we love our animals and want to be sure they’re
safe at all times. Current pet tracking products on the market are
subpar - they’re bulky, heavy, only suitable for large dogs, and
have terrible battery life and tracking limitations. Jiobit helps pet
owners ensure their pet is safe, happy, and healthy.
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KEY BENEFITS

World’s smallest pet tracking product;
perfect for pets of all sizes
Large dogs can handle just about any sized pet accessor y.
But what about small dogs and cats? Jiobit is tiny and
extremely lightweight. It will clip onto any sized collar and
not weigh your pet down.

Long lasting battery
Charging a product for your pet daily isn’t realistic. Jiobit
can last up to 1 week, so you don’t need to worr y about
charging it.

Know where your pet is and who
they’re with
Not only will Jiobit deliver accurate real time alerts about
your pet ’s location (indoor or out), it will also tell you who
your pet is with. If you have a pet sitter or dog walker, you’ll
know when they ’re together and where they ’re going.

Waterproof and durable
Don’t worr y about removing Jiobit when you head to the dog
beach. Jiobit is waterproof and durable (IPX8) in up to 5 feet
of water for up to 30 minutes.

Health and wellness sensors *Roadmap Feature*
With multiple health and wellness sensors onboard, the Jiobit
platform will be constantly upgraded with new software to
deliver new and exciting additional features. The hardware is
future proof to enable all sorts of exciting capabilities.
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WHY JIOBIT

We're a team with a history of building
innovative consumer products
Jiobit’s patented tracking technology is built by industry veterans from
MOTOROLA with a history of building innovative consumer products.
Backed by investors and advisors from FACEBOOK, UBER, GOOGLE, and
the Chief Scientist from SYMANTEC, the team is proudly headquartered
in Chicago, with a development center in Silicon Valley.

HERE’S WHERE WE WIN
•Smallest and most lightweight
•Longest lasting battery
•Largest range and most accurate tracking
•K now WHO your loved one is with
•Fully waterproof and durable
•Unmatched security architecture
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ACCESSORIES & ATTACHMENTS

Jiobit for Kids:
Accessories
Protective Sleeves

SPECIAL EDITION
CAMO SLEEVES
Give your child’s Jiobit
some personality with fun
camo options.

SLEEVES TO STAND OUT

SLEEVES TO BLEND IN

Match your child’s style
with bright and vibrant
sleeves.

Be more subtle by
matching the Jiobit to
the material your child is
wearing.

Attachment Accessories

HEM-LOCK CLIP

SECURE LOOP

Use to attach to
waistbands, pockets. The
enhanced grip keeps it
secure.

Designed to attach to belt
loops, or buttonholes.
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ACCESSORIES & ATTACHMENTS

Jiobit for Pets:
Attachment Accessories
Protective Sleeves

FABRIC POUCH
Feed the pet ’s collar
through the pouch for a
secure wearing option
close to the collar.

Attachment Accessories

SECURE LOOP
Designed to attach to belt
loops, or buttonholes.
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